
Blue Green Dream offers a new, eco-
innovative paradigm for the planning, 
designing, operating and maintaining 
of urban water systems (blue assets) 
and urban vegetated areas (green 
infrastructure) not as separate systems, 
as is the case today, but as a synergistic 
network interlinked with urban 
ecosystem services.

The Blue Green Dream project is harnessing the 
interactions between urban blue and green systems to 
provide effective, multifunctional Blue Green Solutions 
to support urban adaptation to climate change. 

The project’s multiple urban benefits include: 

   problems, creation of innovative jobs 

The combined effects of climate change and increased 
urbanisation call for the integrated planning of 
new cities, and the retrofitting of existing urban 
areas. This project offers new ways of developing, 
testing and rolling out solutions, bridging the gap 

Project Partners

The Blue Green Dream project is 
supported by 15 partners and key 
supporters across the United Kingdom, 
France, Germany and the Netherlands:

European Institute 
of Technology (EIT) & 
Climate-KIC  

The Blue Green Dream project is 
supported by the EIT’s Climate 
Knowledge and Innovation Community 
(KIC) programme, where it is part of the 
Sustainable City Systems challenge 
platform. 

prosperity and climate resilience. The Blue Green 
Dream project supports this goal by harnessing the 
interactions between urban water infrastructure, 
urban green spaces and other urban ecosystems and 

of developing sustainable, resilient city systems 
that move from centralised water, energy and waste 
utilities to decentralised but integrated systems.

This means tackling three specific challenges:

1. Urban planning: developing planning and decision 
support tools aimed at creating sustainable, climate 

This also includes strategic planning and governance.
2. Integrated services: supporting the transition to fully 
integrated services and utilities, specifically, interlinked 
water assets and green spaces and optimising their 
interactions with other urban ecosystem services.
3. Resource recycling efficiency: harmonising 
cities with the natural environment to optimise the 
decentralised use of available resources, preferably 
at the point of generation, so reducing their footprint.
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See  for more 
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BGD Tools and Test sites 
The BGD project has built a range of demonstration sites for 
measuring the benefits of BG Solutions and it has developed 
tools for optimising their implementation.

Blue Green Research
 

Work is underway to develop Blue Green Solutions for 
achieving improvements in the following areas:

recycling of the storm water flows through blue green 
infrastructure, plus grey water from households, and to 
harmonise these resources with the energy, waste and 

progress from being mere consumers of water, energy 
and food to localised providers, making efficient use of 
limited water resources, and hence, increasing resilience 
of existing urban infrastructure to  climate change.

The project is quantifying the benefits of BG Solutions via its 
monitoring work at the BGD demo sites and developing tools 

to interlink the modelling tools and hence, enable complex 
analyses related to final design and quantification of 

is being developed for visualising and simulating benefits. 

Get Involved
The project has already formed links across 

Blue Green Dream regional centres in:

Athens 

Belgrade 

Torino

Wrocław  

Stockholm  

Blue Green Dream regional centres are also 

already being established in Singapore.

Green Solutions can offer your organisation, or if you 
are interested in becoming part of the expanding Blue 
Green Dream network, please contact us.
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